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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Tibooburra Outback Public School as an account of the
school's operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Renee Cooper

Principal

School contact details

Tibooburra Outback Public School
Briscoe St
Tibooburra, 2880
www.tibooburra-d.schools.nsw.edu.au
tibooburra-d.school@det.nsw.edu.au
08 8091 3317
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School background

School vision statement

Tibooburra Outback Public School will provide an educational community where every student will be able to become an
effective 21st century citizen. We value every child’s learning journey and ensure we provide them with a variety of
learning experiences where they can collaborate within our educational community. A partnership between school,
parents and community is an integral part of this vision.

School context

Tibooburra Outback Public School is a TP1 school  situated 334km north of Broken Hill in the Corner Country, far
western NSW. We are part of the Far West Network of schools. Our Family Occupation and Education Index (FOEI) for
2017/18 was 78 which is lower than the average of 100 and reflects the school's socio–economic status. We are a small
isolated rural school with 9 students Kindergarten to Year 6. The school provides a stimulating, relevant, effective and
personalised learning environment that caters for the individual needs of all students. It aims to break down the barriers
of isolation for its students and provides comprehensive educational experiences which enhance the intellectual, social,
physical and emotional well–being of the students. Physical isolation does not disadvantage our students' opportunity to
achieve.  Our students have strong partnerships with the local community and neighbouring schools. We have an active
Parents and Citizens Association (P and C) and strong connections to numerous organisations in the Tibooburra
community; where there skills and expertise are used to further the educational outcomes for the students and make
meaningful connections to the local area. The staff and students have regular interaction with White Cliffs Public School
and Broken Hill School of the Air. Tibooburra Outback Public School (TOPS) and Broken Hill School of the AIr (SOTA)
have an agreement in place that see the students at SOTA attend TOPS to complete their schooling. School of the Air is
not operational in Tibooburra; due to this agreement, the infrastructure is still in place.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

This year, staff members at Tibooburra Outback Public School have discussed the School Excellence Framework and its
implications for informing, monitoring and validating our journey of excellence. Time was dedicated to thoroughly
examine the school plan to determine the elements of the School Excellence Framework that the school plan most
strongly addressed. Staff reflected on the progress being made across the school.

In the domain of Learning, our efforts have primarily focused on the learning environment of the school, especially
considering our work around the literacy tool – 7 steps to writing success, How to learn, The Leader in Me and
implementing the new progressions into PLAN2. The 7 steps to writing success is a new learning tool been used to
complete Reading to Learn and L3 use in the classroom. It has allowed the students to plan for their writing to succeed,
create sizzling starts, build tension and create exciting ending. The impact on the students writing especially in NAPLAN
has shown this learning tool is beneficial in the enjoyment of completing writing tasks. We will continue to implement the
7 steps to writing success into our teaching programs in 2019. Since the beginning of Term 2, teachers have undertaken
training around the new learning progressions. Learning intentions have been identified for each student and teachers
are learning to adapt their programs and learning context to allow for advancement in these individual areas for each
student. Starting in 2019, teachers will set up learning intentions in consultation with parents and students and will review
regularly. How to Learn training has continued for staff this year. In return, students are receiving the pedagogy of a 'How
to Learn' approach. The students are working out that it is ok to be in the learning pit and that we use strategies and
communication to work on ways to get out of the pit. The students have learnt the power of the word 'yet'' and its impact
on learning. Students have participated in the program – the leader in me. They have learnt about 7 habits and
implement these into their daily practise. Class dojo has been used as a means of monitoring student behaviour in a
positive way. A change was made this year to only use dojo for positive rewarding on school rules and desirable
attributes. This has resulted in the students taking responsibility for their learning and owning their own behaviours
across the term. Two strengths of the program have been the consistent implementation by all teachers and the
enhanced communication with home about behaviour through class stories. Parents have indicated their satisfaction with
the ability to receive notifications when their child has been rewarded for good behaviour. This also reflects the
commitment of the school community to strengthen and deliver on school learning priorities.
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In the domain of Teaching, our school has been carefully considering their professional learning and development to
inform student learning. Teachers have completed professional learning around the new progression training, how to plot
data into PLAN 2 and how the data informs teaching and learning and then programming for this. The teachers have
mapped students in different strands within the literacy and numeracy progressions and have a strong starting point for
2019. This year, the principal set the learning goals with the students – one literacy, one numeracy and one general goal.
Next year, the class teacher along with the student and parent will meet twice a term to set up and discuss learning
intentions for the students individual learning needs. The teachers at TOPS have worked on their effective classroom
practises this year. Teachers have completed How to Learn training identifying how students learn and in return adapting
their teaching to cater to individual students learning needs. Teachers saw an increase in disruptive and work avoiding
behaviours this year. Specialist teachers came to Tibooburra to meet with teachers, discuss their concerns and observe
lessons. Strategies where given to assist teacher to identify the underpinning attributes to student behaviour. All teaching
staff are working on completing an online behaviour management course while they use the training in an active
classroom environment – setting SMART goals for selected students and interventions for the student's behaviours.

In the domain of Leading, the school has spent time reviewing, planning, implementing and reporting. Staff, students,
parents and the broader community were welcomed and engaged in the development of the school plan and continue to
be heavily involved in supporting the school as the strategic directions identified in the planning process are
implemented. The school develops a milestone document for each significant new process in the school and uses that
document not only to strategically pursue the implementation of the process, but also to allocate resources to making
sure the process is achieved. This includes financial allocations as well as provisions for aspects such as professional
learning. The school also takes into consideration many variables and emerging needs. When student or staff numbers
change, the dynamic milestone documents allow the school to be responsive to emerging needs. An example of this was
the implementation of a new writing tool (7 steps to writing success) as teaching staff identified a gap in the ability to
produce quality writing pieces. All staff have a deep understanding of the strategic directions with all staff taking
responsibility across multiple areas. The community surrounding Tibooburra Outback Public School is a tremendous
support for the school. Many groups and individuals volunteer to provide opportunities and financial support for the
school. These volunteers include locals and skilled visitors. Some volunteers commit in excess of twenty hours to
complete projects within the school. An example of this was when a visiting emergency services group were coming
close to Tibooburra for an Emergency services meeting and spent the day at our school assisting in removing wooden
posts, removing old tanks and cleaning and putting new equipment in the sport shed. This process would of taken the
school staff and students a couple of weeks to complete and external members of the community would of needed
contacting to contract the heavy work out with a cost. Due to the kindness and generosity of these emergency services
workers, the jobs were completed in a day at no cost to the school community.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

Learning, Engagement, High Expectations

Purpose

To ensure all students have access to relevant, engaging and challenging learning experiences with a focus on high
expectations which enables them to become independent learners and express their unique and personal thoughts
openly.

Overall summary of progress

During 2018, the school has been concentrating on setting up flexible learning spaces in the classroom and library in
order for students to be able to select the most suitable working space when needing to undertake learning tasks. The
school researched resilience programs and continue to train staff on 'How to Learn'; in return staff used this technology
and teaching strategy to support students. In Term 3, the Rural Experience Teacher implemented the 'Leader in Me'
program which saw the students undertake 7 key habits to become successful citizens. Goal meetings were taken place
at the school each term between the principal and student – these were displayed in the classroom for students to refer
to regularly.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

An increasing percentage of
students will be working at their
year level in aspects of writing in
conjunction with the literacy
progressions. This is reflected in
students selecting appropriate
learning goals.

There were no additional
costs for setting up the
learning goals.

All staff received training in
Broken Hill on the Literacy
and Numeracy
progressions.

All staff received training on the literacy
progressions. From this training, staff worked with
each individual student to establish learning goals
that focused on the students writing and reflected
their progress on the literacy progressions.

Students have a positive mindset
– each student reaches dojo goal
each term set out for them
individually. See a decrease in
the negative behaviour and
attention seeking across the term.

No set in using class dojo
and teachers were trained
in positive mindset
programs and shared this
knowledge at staff
development day. No
additional costs.

The implementation of 'The leader in Me' saw many
challenges at the start with student behaviour. The
students who we were trying to reach were not
been reached. Through perseverance and
constancy those students adapted to the changes
needed in order to become an effective leader. The
staff saw a connection between the 'Leader in Me'
and 'How to Learn'. Since all staff understood how
to learn the leader in me underpinned the teaching
practices within the classroom.

Individual class rewards of dojo points were set at
an achievable level for individual students. By the
end of the year, only positive dojo points were been
handed out to students.

Students have made expected
growth in numeracy/literacy as
mapped on PLAN.

No additional costs setting
up PLAN 2 to mapped
student progress.

With the implementation of PLAN 2 starting in Term
3, staff were better equip to assist the students in
setting goals. In 2019, students will be introduced to
PLAN 2 and the progressions, they will work with
the staff in identifying learning intentions and this
will be monitored and reviewed every five weeks.

By working with students on the literacy and
numeracy progressions and tracking their growth –
the students were able to  grow and achieve
expected growth in 2018.

This process will lead to self regulated learners in
the classroom.
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Next Steps

Tibooburra Outback Public School will continue with learning goals meetings, changing the name of the meetings to
learning intentions. These meeting will be coordinated with teacher/student/parent twice a term. These meetings will
have the students looking at data from the literacy and numeracy progressions and selecting learning intentions to move
forward. The three selected learning intentions will be officially recorded and displayed for constant referral in the
classroom.

By observing NAPLAN trend data over the previous 3 years, the school saw a need to develop a grammar and
punctuation scope and sequence as this is an area that needs growth across the entire school. Staff will develop a
baseline assessment for students and then repeat at the end of the year to see the areas that grow and what still needs
to be achieved.

The staff will continue to implement the '7 steps for writing' into their writing program. Teachers will start the writing
journey from the start of the year and refresh the tool with all students. Teachers will be able to be on the learning
journey with the students seeing the growth in the quality of written texts supporting that of the literacy progressions.
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Strategic Direction 2

Quality Teaching, Professional Learning, Building Capacity

Purpose

To provide the highest quality education that inspires every student and teacher to progress along their own learning
journey, to achieve their full potential and reflect on their learning experiences.

Overall summary of progress

All staff at Tibooburra Outback Public School have participated in the '7 ways of writing' learning tool professional
development. It was identified that student writing was a daily challenge. By implementing this tool, students are more
engaged in the writing process. They are able to plan for success, have a sizzling start, build tension and have exciting
endings. This year saw the review of numerous programs that were in place at Tibooburra school. The staff have
reviewed the new spelling program, the maths program, the HSIE/Science scope and sequence and have created a new
PDHPE scope and sequence and a grammar and punctuation scope and sequence to meet the demands of data driven
evidence.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Increased use of evidence based
pedagogy.

Staff performance and
development plans identify and
promote strategies to enhance
personalised student learning
outcomes.

No additional cost in setting
up PDP.

All staff have a PDP – after discussions with
teaching staff around the development of a PDP
that that it is not about going away for many training
days; that it is indeed about their development
progress and what you need to support you in
having a quality learning classroom, the staff were
able to produce quality goals that reflected on their
our teaching journey. Staff are all at the beginning
of their journey on how to develop quality goals that
assist them in their teaching and will continue on
the journey into 2019. Staff will need to develop
their PDP prior to the SDD to share and discuss ,
therefore resulting in the Principal been able to
assist each teacher thought out the year.

Increased knowledge and
understanding from staff on
PLAN and the full implementation
for every student.

All staff went to Broken Hill
for initial training. $3000 as
we took students down for
an excursion also at this
time.

All staff went to Broken Hill to complete
literacy/numeracy progression training and how to
track this on PLAN 2. The literacy and numeracy
advisor came to TOPS in Term 4 and completed
additional training with all teaching staff – mapping
based on SENA and student work samples. After
this day, staff were better equipped to start 2019
knowledge where each student was at and where to
next.

evidence of
connections/collaborations with
other school both for students
and colleagues to build their
capacity/leadership strategies. 

Joint excursions – cost to
families

Professional Learning for
staff – travel and
accommodation included –
$6000

In 2018, TOPS participated in joint yr. 3/4 and yr.5/6
excursions with Broken Hill school of the Air. On
these excursion, the students learnt numerous life
skills and developed skills to strengthen their
capacity/leadership strategies.

The staff at TOPS were given numerous
opportunities to attend professional learning in
Broken Hill. While there, they were able to network
with other staff attending the course. Both teachers
also went to Burke Ward Public School for a day to
acquire new skills around L3 and teaching Early
Stage 1 students.

The principal has completed coaching duo's
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

evidence of
connections/collaborations with
other school both for students
and colleagues to build their
capacity/leadership strategies. 

effectively each team with SOTA and WC
principals. This relationship is very effectively in
discussing like needs and problems and working
together with a solution focussed outcome. These
duo's will continue into 2019.

Next Steps

Staff and students will continue using the terminology from 'How to Learn' and the strategies associated with the
program. From term 1, all staff will start training and implementing PBL – positive behaviour for learning into the school
and then classroom setting. A specialist teacher from Broken Hill will facilitate Tibooburra Outback Public School on the
PBL journey.

The staff will complete self and student reflections on the successful implementation of various programs. Teaching staff
will reflect on the learning intention meetings and 3 intentions being set, reflect on the grammar and punctuation scope
and sequence and its impact and identify areas for improvement and an action plan that will be needed.

Teachers are now all trained in the new literacy and numeracy progressions, how to input data onto PLAN 2 and how this
process guides individualised learning practises. Teachers will spend the year putting aspects of the progressions into
action. The teachers will select individual students strands for improvement, map on PLAN2 and follow through with
individualised support area focus areas. This will be evident through the learning intention meetings held twice a term
between teacher/student/parent.
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Strategic Direction 3

A Stronger Educational Community

Purpose

To work together as a learning community to give students the knowledge, skills and experiences to set and achieve
their personal goals and lead successful lives in the 21st century.

Overall summary of progress

During 2018, the students participated in creating an artwork in conjunction with the local Aboriginal Lands Council. The
Artwork is still in the process of been finished to be displayed for future years at the school on the new sport shed. As the
school is the hub for the local community, we have opened the school up for tours. We have spent the year getting the
satellite studio up and running for satellite tours, photos, old records and equipment and a 14 minute video is all on
display. This increase of tourists into town has seen visitors coming into the school to participate in a satellite studio tour.
This has allowed students to interact with visitors to the community in a safe manner.  The school has strengthened its
connection with School of the Air and White Cliffs school communities by continuing with and starting a combined
swimming carnival, sports week/education week in Broken Hill, science day and a combined Melbourne Cup/Healthy
Harold day. By doing this, students interact socially and emotionally with students their own age and build friendship
networks that will assist them after completing primary school in Tibooburra.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

There will be an increase in the
number of opportunities for
students to collaborate with peers
from other schools and improve
their social skills.

Measure through professional
learning.

Sports day in White cliffs –
$400

Science day in White Cliffs
– $900

Sports week in Broken Hill
with School of the Air $1000

Milparinka mini school day
with SOTA – $200

Throughout 2018, TOPS participated in many joint
school events. These ranged from a small school
swimming carnival in Tibooburra, a sports and
science day in White Cliffs and a mini school and
sports week in Broken Hill with School of the Air.

Greater involvement from local
community organisations
participating in school based
learning to increase the students
understanding and connections
with their local area.

No cost to school. I strongly believe that Tibooburra Outback Pubic
School has set itself with a strong image in the
community. Involvement form local organisations
has increased throughout the year. The students
are seen more in the community. The students are
sharing their work and sharing what activities are
completed at the school. Community members are
invited to many school events throughout the year.
The student's have completed a video with local
businesses around town to share in the satellite
studio tours, the students donated money to local
families that ate impacted by drought, invited the
community to special events at the school including
careers day, Services Day, Melbourne Cup and
presentation night.

The students/school appeared in many promotions
videos throughout the year including that of; the
feature of the teach.NSW Facebook video, NSW
DET Facebook/Twitter page around a commitment
to education while a dust storm knocked out power
and Channel Sevens feature on The RMS sealing
the Tibooburra to Broken Hill road.

The school will continue to build and work on this
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Greater involvement from local
community organisations
participating in school based
learning to increase the students
understanding and connections
with their local area.

image in the community, seeking more involvement
from professionals and more opportunities for open
school events.

While the relationship with national Parks is been
refreshed, The Wild Desert Project has established
a partnership with the school. The students are
participating in activities with Wild Deserts on the
National Park re–introducing endangered species
and plotting their existence.

Next Steps

Tibooburra Outback Public School will continue with established hub connections between School of the Air Broken Hill
and White Cliffs Public School. Both school will be invited to TOPS local swimming carnival and special events held at
the school during the year. Our school will attend the science day in White Cliffs, combine with White Cliffs for the choral
Festival, attend sports day in Broken Hill and participate in education week activities while in Broken Hill.

Members of the community will be invited in Tibooburra Outback Public School over the year to attend special days, a
open day and a spring fair. Numerous people and organisations will be invited to have a stall at the spring fair, a BBQ will
be held, a Drive Inn movie is to be sought after and students are actively participating by running games and a stall.

With a change over of staff at the local National Parks, new connections need to be made. This process started at the
end of 2018. Staff will develop their knowledge of the national park by completing an excursion with a national parks
worker to all the significant sites in the area that could be used as a connection for units of work about significant sites in
the area. Discussion will be had about starting the Green Ranger program to complement the school garden and
connection to our land.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Low level adjustment for disability $914

Towards purchase of iPad
pro for classroom

iPad pro's have been purchased for use in
classroom by the classroom teachers. PLAN2
is the new tool to input data for students on
the literacy and numeracy progressions. From
here, teachers can design individualised
lessons for students and can make
adjustments to their teaching programs. By
recording data whilst teaching, results are
accurate and applied in real time so strategies
can be instantly implemented.

Socio–economic background $581

Sports Week

White Cliffs Science Day

The students from Tibooburra have limited
access to external resources. This year,
socio–economic background funding was
used to support students in participating in
Education week activities in Broken Hill and
travelling to White cliffs to participate in a
science day. Without the funding, students
would not have access to real world situations
or the opportunity to participate in these
beneficial educational opportunities.

Aboriginal background loading $1 279

Artwork with Aboriginal
Land Council

Books in Homes

This year, The Aboriginal Land Council
assisted the students in developing an
artwork to be placed on the sport shed. The
Artwork had Australian animals, the students
names, handprints and the year in which it is
done. By doing this, the students will have a
forever connection to the school – they will be
able to come back in future years and see
their artwork.

Books in Home is an initiative the school
participates in each year. In Term 1,2 and 4
each student receives 3 books to take home.
This encourages reading from home and
sharing what they have read with others.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 3 4 3 7

Girls 3 3 2 3

Tibooburra Outback Public School (TOPS) had an
enrolment of 8 to 10 students throughout 2018. TOPS
finished the year with 8 students enrolled and 1 visiting
student from Sydney. Enrolments did fluctuate with two
new students joining us at the end of Term 1 and most
of Term 2. A shared enrolment agreement saw a
student join us for the last 6 weeks of Term 4. Students
from School of the Air (SOTA) Broken Hill also attended
TOPS on agreed upon arranged days as per the
working agreement between the two schools.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 98.8 97.5

1 89.3

2 86 97.6 94

3 89.9 98.3

4 91.5 95.2 93.3

5 89.8 88.1 81 97.8

6 74.4 86.9 91.7

All Years 88.3 88.3 92.1 96.7

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 94.4 93.8

1 93.9

2 94 94 93.5

3 94.2 93.6

4 94 93.9 93.4

5 94 93.9 93.8 93.2

6 93.5 93.4 93.3

All Years 94 93.9 93.8 93.5

Management of non-attendance

This year saw a focus on acknowledging students
efforts on attending school. End of Term certificates
and prizes were given if students individual attendance
stayed above 90%. All students strived to come to
school. This saw unexplained absences down to a
minimal and students over away when sick or prior
arrangements were made with the school.

Parents and students abide by the 2018 updated
schools attendance policy. If students fall below an
unsatisfactory standard, the Broken Hills HSLO's would
be contacted. The schools worked closer with the
HSLO's throughout the year to report on attendance
trends and data.
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Attendance rates increased from the previous year. The
end of 2018 saw TOPS having a 96.7% attendance
rate, with students adapting to the approach of you
come to school to learn, teachers come to school to
teach and we always have fun!

Class sizes

Class Total

K-6C-3211 10

Structure of classes

The cohort of Tibooburra Outback Public School
students learn cooperatively in an engaging K–6
classroom environment. This year saw the introduction
of split activity groups based on individual learning
needs in the areas of literacy and numeracy. Learning
is differentiated for all students throughout the year and
is evident in individual students learning intentions each
term.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Classroom Teacher(s) 0.13

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.1

Teacher Librarian 0.08

School Administration and Support
Staff

1.23

*Full Time Equivalent

At the start of 2018, TOPS was under the leadership of
a full time permanent teaching principal. The teaching
staff composition continually changed throughout the
year. In Term 1 and 2, a permanent part time teacher
worked two days a week, SBAR funding was used to
employ a temporary teacher for two days a week. This
saw all students together K–6 one day a week and four
days a week with literacy and numeracy split groups.
During Term 3 and 4 an additional teacher was
acquired to the school through the rural experience
program. This enabled TOPS to have split groups for
literacy and numeracy five days a week with
individualised support given to students on specialist
programs.

Due to second adult on site funding, the school was
able to have a full time SAM employed – this was split
between two staff; one working three days and one
working two days a week.

One staff member is identified as being of Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander background.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 0

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Significant amounts of professional learning was
undertaken by Tibooburra Outback Public School staff
in 2018. All staff participated in training opportunities
around the new progressions and PLAN 2. All staff
completed training in Broken Hill and participated in
face to face training provided at TOPS as a part of
individual school support. Teachers also participated in
effective reading in early years training, the new Best
Start training and development around Road Safety at
school.

Office staff along with the principal completed the new
SAP HR payroll training and are now equipped with all
necessary skills to correctly implement SAP HR in their
everyday job requirements.

The principal at TOPS also completed training around
the new school website server. The principal is now
equipped to manage and update the school web page.

Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 
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2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 124,610

Revenue 399,665

Appropriation 386,739

Sale of Goods and Services 106

Grants and Contributions 10,937

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 1,884

Expenses -378,328

Recurrent Expenses -378,328

Employee Related -331,616

Operating Expenses -46,712

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

21,337

Balance Carried Forward 145,948

This year, TOPS is completing/has completed a variety
of projects. These include;

– New iPad pro's for PLAN 2 data mapping

– An artwork in conjunction with the Aboriginal Land
Council

– Removal of old school tanks to be replaced next year

– Re–establishing the school garden

– Flexible seating for the classrooms

– Setting up satellite studio for tours

Equity funding went towards;

– Hire of a teacher two days a week for 2018

– Science day in White Cliffs

– Additional resources for the classroom

– Books in homes for all students

– Artwork project to be displayed on sport shed

– Set up costs for satellite studio tours

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the

'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 290,287

Base Per Capita 967

Base Location 19,001

Other Base 270,320

Equity Total 13,185

Equity Aboriginal 1,279

Equity Socio economic 581

Equity Language 0

Equity Disability 11,325

Targeted Total 0

Other Total 36,123

Grand Total 339,595

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
are discouraged during these transition years.

The My School website provides detailed information
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and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go
to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access the school
data.>

The small cohort of students may allow students to be
identified at TOPS only had two students in year three
and two students in year five complete NAPLAN testing
in 2018. Results were reported individually to parents,
identifying areas of strength and aspects for
improvement.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Through consultation, meetings with students, parents,
teachers and Parents & Citizen meetings; the school
was able to seek the opinions of parents, students and
teachers about their school. Their responses are
presented below.

All parents agree that:

– TOPS is an attractive and well resourced school in
terms of the classroom, library and grounds

– The school is a friendly school that is tolerant and
accepting of all student's

– The school offers challenging programs for its
student's

– The school maintains a focus on literacy and
numeracy

– There is good student access to computers and
strong technology programs and resources

– Fair discipline exists within the school

All stakeholders agree that:

– The school is a place were respect is valued and
earned

– TOPS is well involved with other school communities

– TOPS have competent teachers who set high
expectations and standards of achievement

Above 50% of the parents/stakeholders agree that:

– A wide variety of extra curricular activities are offered
during school hours

– The school promotes its uniform policy

– The school is connected to its community and
welcomes parental involvement
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Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Aboriginal perspectives, history and culture are taught
through the Human Society and Its Environment
Syllabus. Students recognise that Aboriginal people
have positively interacted with the environment for
along–time and have a special relationship with the
land and sea. They can describe some of the
consequences of British colonisation for Aboriginal
people and identify some customs, practices and
traditions of Aboriginal people. They recognise and
know the meaning of Aboriginal place names. This
year, students undertook the study of the unit "First
Fleet' "People live in places' and 'Significant Sites. They
undertook lessons that shaped their understanding of
how Australia developed as a nation and the
significance of Australian heritage. Students work
closely with Ability Links Broken Hill and the Aboriginal
Lands Council – Wentworth to continue to establish
links with Indigenous Education and the land on which
they stand. During Term 2, the Aboriginal Land Council
alongside of Ability links work with each student group
to complete artworks on boomerangs, a group moral
and team activities including tracking and animal prints.
The Local Aboriginal Land Council started a mural
Artwork with the school students to be finished early
next year. The students have been invited to go to the
Local Lands Council Office early next year to look at
the new exhibits that are getting installed in 2018.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Tibooburra is a community with a multicultural
understanding and awareness. A broad cross section of
the community has participated in school events which
have enabled the school to foster students
understanding of cultural diversity. The students meet
tourists and backpackers working in the area for 3 or
more months from countries around the world. They
share their knowledge, skills and  experiences with the
students.

As a part of the students PDHPE lessons, students
completed activities on identifying the needs of
students from different backgrounds, the definition of
racism, where they have seem or heard racism and
what they can do to be a friend to everyone. Students
abide by the schools anti–racism policy.

The students each year participate in the CWA study of
a country. This year the students learnt about Poland
and completed a power point about Poland's customs,
traditions and beliefs to present to the Tibooburra CWA.
This was done in conjunction with the Term 2 unit –
'Country of Study'.
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